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Local man arrested for shooting
in his knee, according to
the source.
The charges against Steen
A Bowling Green man has
include inducing panic, a
been charged on several
felony counts today for an early felony of the fourth degree,
improper discharging a firearm
Wednesday morning shooting
at or into a habitation or school
that sent another local man
safety zone, a felony of the
to the hospital while another
second degree, and two counts
escaped injury. The
of felonious assault,
shooting occurred
each a felony of the
in the Sterling Store
second degree.
parking lot, 10.1 North
Steen's preliminary
Prospect St. at
hearing will take place
approximately 2 a.m.
1
p.m.
Wednesday, Sept.
The suspect, Brian
22 in Bowling Green
T. Steen, 22, of liberty
Municipal Court.
Street, Bowling Green,
Another individual,
asked for a prelimilosaph
McGlaughlin,
BRIAN
STEEN
nary hearing before
22. of Wayne, Ohio,
SUSPECT
pleading to charges
escaped injury as his
at his arraignment
shirt was punctured by
8:30 am. today.
one bullet, but missed his body,
One of two victims. Matthew according to the police.
R. Uanas, 20, of l-ighth Street,
lieutenant Bradley Hi Her
was shot twice in the legs.
of the Wood County Police
According to one of Uanas' Department verified that
family members who asked more than five shots had been
to stay anonymous, Uanas is fired and some hit the BW-3
currently at St. Vincent's restaurant, 176 E. Wooster St.,
hospital in Toledo after being across the intersection
transported from Wood County
I lospital. As of noon yesterday
SHOOTING, PAGE 2
he still had one bullet lodged
By Came Whitaker

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BenSwanger BGNews

SCENE OF THE CRIME: A police car arrives al the scene of the crime. A Bowling Green man was taken into custody on several felony counts.

Open house held for
restored courthouse
The dated gutter system was
a safety concern for the city.
There was also water damage
Wood County officials hosted
beneath the courthouse. These
an open house at the county
issues preceded the Start of the
courthouse complex yesterday,
after a 3-year, S5.7 million reno- courthouse and jail renovations
in March of 2001.
vation of the site was finished.
Over the past three years, the
County officials introduced
the restored complex, which clay rile roofs and gutter systems
also includes the county were replaced on both buildings. The stone surfaces were
jailhouse and a new atrium.
)im Carter, President of the cleaned, and stones damaged
Wood County Commissioners, from weather were replaced.
explained how the idea was County officials were able to get
the same type of stone from the
brought up for a renovation.
II you would walk around same Cleveland-based quarry
the courthouse or the jail, you from which the originals were
bought over 100 years ago.
would notice little flakes of
Stonework was not the only
stones laying all around the pan of the complex that received
bottom of the courthouse," repair. Restoration of the four
Carter said. "If you'd look up. clock faces on the courthouse
you'd see where some of die was also completed.
old stones had gotten fissures
Construction for this half
in them. Water had gotten in of the project was done by die
behind it, and the freezing and Historical Design Croup, with
thawing would cause the pieces help from General Contractor
of stone to pop right off."
Gninwell-Cashero, Inc.
By Nicole DeUsio
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CLEANING THE STREAM: Tiffany Jenkins, member ot Chapman Learning Community, stands in front of
Hecklinger Pond. She and other students cleaned the area as part of Clean Your Streams Day.

Clean Your Streams
Day big hit in Toledo
By Angela L Gorter
MANAGING EDITOR

With the help of instrutors Ian
Young and Margaret Weinberger,
eastern Toledo is shining
brighter.
As part of the 8th annual
Maumee Watershed Clean
Your Streams Day, Young and
Weinberger, with the aid of over
50 students, picked up trash
and cleaned die Duck and Otter
Creeks Watershed early Saturday
morning. A locally known event
to kick-off the International
Coastal Clean-up beginning on
Sept. 18, the students gathered
hundreds of bags of items from
bottles to lockhoxes from the
Bayshore Road area
"It was a good opportunity
to do something practical —
hands-on work relating to contemporary moral issues and the
treatment of the environment,"
Young said. The experience also
tied directly into the value and
service structure of the course,
he added.
The watershed, according
to Bobbi Gargac of the Duck
and Otter Creeks Partnership,
is one of the defined areas of
concern in the greater Toledo

area. Though, the city as a whole
has been recognized as an area
of mass concern for the level
of urban pollution it fosters,
she said.
Students who volunteered
retrieved an array of objects
from each of the four areas that
they had been assigned to.
Some items found included
shopping carts, tires, a safe, a
bed frame, a moldy chair and a
bicycle, Young said. The students
from the University of Toledo,
one of the major sponsors of the
event, found sofas.
For freshman YelenaYershova,
the experience was one of
enlightenment and bonding for
her and her classmates.
"In class we talked about how
we all got to know eachother
better," she said. "And how some
of the things we found around
the lake [pond] made us think
twice. I felt that I was doing
something good for once."
Yershova
and
Young's
group were assigned to clean
Hecklinger Pond, the head
waters of Duck Creek that holds
all of the water that runs into the
Maumee River. The condition of
the area, Yershova said, showed

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four day forecast is taken
from weather.com

just how different people's views
are of the treatment of the
environment.
"I didn't think it would be
that bad," Adrianne Dues, an
undeclared arts and sciences
freshman said. She was informed
of the field trip through an
e-mail she received by those
in the Chapman Learning
Community.
Though she was not pan of the
classes involved, Dues felt that it
would be a good experience.
"I knew that the pollution
levels were high ... I thought it
would be a way of helping the
environment," she said.
There were 324 participants
at Duck and Oner Creeks that
day, Cherie Blair, main coordinator for Maumee RAP said. The
largest turnout thus far, Blair
added that the university
involvement made it a success.
Both Bowling Green and
Toledo were awarded for their
efforts at an appreciation picnic
held at the conclusion of the
event. The students and instructors from the University won
the Collegiate Challenge for the
STREAMS, PAGE 2
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To coincide with the courthouse and jail restoration.
planning for the atrium began
in 2001 with SSOE Studios.
The atrium ties together the
courthouse and jail house, and
creates an entrance on Summit
Street. Along with bringing
expanded security in the future,
the atrium will also help the
drainage and water damage
issues. Mosser Construction
served as the General Contractor
of the atrium.
Inspite of the positive
changes from the renovation,
Carter said a few residents
questioned the need for renovation at the on-set. The answer
M as simple.
"It was for the cornfort of our
employees \vh< > come here to do
government business," Cuter
said.
After the go-ahead decisioCOURT HOUSE. PAGE 2

Penysburg mall project moving
closer to grand opening
By Zach Herman
SENIOR REPORTER

The race is almost over. The $55
million Town Center at Levis
Commons will open next month,
die first of a flurry of new or
expanded retail deve lopnicnts
expected to debut in Toledo and
surrounding areas.
Located at 1-475 and S.R.
25 in Perrysburg, the open-air
shopping center is one facet
of the larger levis Commons,
a $250 million development
that eventually will include loftstyle apartments and offices in
addition to new and familiar
retail options. While the other
components are slower to
develop, the Town Center is
coming together quickly.

The Perrysburg project outraced a similar planned development at Fallen limbers
in Maumee and the SI 13
million addition to U'estfield
Shoppingtown at Franklin Park
The Maumee plan has been
stalled by government and
community objections, but
developers expect to break
ground this year. The new wing
at Franklin Park, slated for a
spring 2005 debut, will feature
shops, a new theatre, and a pair
of parking decks.
Developers of the Town
Center hope variety and exclusivity will set their project apart
from other area options. The
development will sport an
eclectic mix of retailers, many

of whom will be making their
first appearances in the Toledo
area. "You can expect to see a
large number of retailers and
restaurants new to the area," said
Robert 11. Spran, Ir„ president of

Hill Partners, Inc., the Chadotte-

based developer in charge of
retail leasing for the site
Businesses making their
area debuts include women's
outfitters Coldwater Creek and
Christopher & Banks, men's
store )os. A. Bank Clothiers,
and restaurant I. lill and Blake's
Seafood The project will also
offer unique retailers like White
House/Black Market, which
sells only clothing shaded in the
MALL PAGE 2
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Funds go to
renovation

stale Representative Hob Latta
COURT HOUSE, FROM PAGE 1
was made, plenty of monej recalled the 1994 re-dedication
for the renovation was raised of the building and said some
through taxes. The atrium proj- Ohio counties have allowed
ect received $1 million from the their jailhouses to deteriorate
State "I nhio in 2000, however, to where they could no longer
the rest came from a successful be used
"I remember that when we
economy
County Commisslonei Inn did die re-dedication back in
Brown said this money was 1994 there was such great pride
in this buildplaced in .i capital
ing," latta said.
projects account foi
'TOM don't
"Unfortunately a
funding.
lot of counties
"Perhaps the most
destroy
had to tear theirs
important story to
history. We down because
till you here today
is that whOe we give
knew the old they didn't take
care of them,"
this building to future
jail was
Latta said.
generations, we do
history, and The restoration
not give them debt
only reserves
and we ili) not give
we knew the not
the complex
(hem the bill." Brown
courthouse for future gensaid ' ii"' economj
but it
was -') good a few
was
history" erations,
also maintains
years ago before 9/11
the history' of
that we were able to
ALVIN PERKINS
past
generalake sales tax and put
it Into a general proj- COUNTY C0MMISI0NER tions. County
Commissioner
ects account to do
Alvin Perkins said be thinks this
these projects."
is one reason the project was
I lie general projects account
allowed county officials to pay important
■"ion don't destroy history We
cash (brail renovations.
Funding for the jail did not go knew the old jail was history,
to restoration for its original use. and we knew the courthouse
Instead, the building has been was history," Perkins said.
turned into a record renter and "We're trying to do as much as
we can for future county comlaw library:
These new features will re i ipen missioners, and we had the
the building lor public use money to do it."

"lliat's part of the reason we
Hied the discharging firearm into
habitation against him." Hiller
said.
Steen
was
apprehended after the incident in the
vicinity of Prospect and Ridge
Streets, where he was taken into
custody without further incident.
When he was apprehended,
the alleged weapon, a loaded 40calibcr handgun, was found in

Volunteers 3Warded

Perrysburg Mall project to usher grand opening next month

BenSwanger BGNews
FRIEND OF VICTIM: Rachel Blachuta stands in shock after her friend
was shot twice outside of Sterling Gas Station.

Shooter arrested
in Bowling Green
SHOOTER,FROM PAGE 1

MALL, FROM PAGE 1
STREAMS, FROM PAGE 1

most participants.
I he trophy, rbung said, was
made out of debris that had
been previously pulled out of
the watershed.
"Clean Your Streams serves
two
purposes:
Physical
improvement to the stream and
education ol the participants,''
Gargac said.
The idea that teaching

students that there are benefits
to having clean streams helps
them Icmk at other issues and
areas that play ini|>ortant role
in the ecosystem was the mall]
goal of the trip. Young said.
" I here definitely was a feeling of
accomplishment."
"I feel good that we
accomplished a lot," Dues
added. "We were able to come
together as a community.''

two title colors.
I be complex will also s|xirt
names more familiar to local
shoppers. Crabtree and Evelyn,
lane Bryant, and (iymboree will
have -.paces iii the Town Outer,
joining Yankee Candle, which
does not yet have a local store
but places products in lied, Math
and Beyond and other outlets.
The venue also targets student
shoppers with new locations for
American Eagle and Cap. and
film fans with a new. 12-scrccn

the suspect's car, Miller said.
None of the people involved
were students.
An investigation is under way
by the Bowling Green Police
Division, the Wood County BOWLING GREEN FACTS
Prosecutor's Office and the Ohio • The last shooting in Bowling Green
Bureau of Identification and occurred on June 1.2000. The
Investigation.
incident began with an argument
Steen's bond has been set for between two men on the 1500-block
$50,000 and he is currently being of Clough Street. The victim was shot
held at the Wood County Justice in the chest resulting in injuries that
were not lite threatening.
Center.

Showcase Cinemas theater.
Levis Commons will "change
the dynamics of Northwest
Ohio," according to larry Dillin,
whose nillin Development leads
the project. But at least one
existing retailer is confident her
businesses can thrive alongside
the new center.
"I think that our main
customer is probably a
different customer," said Beth
Gerson, general manager and
marketing director of Woodland
Town Centre, located on SB.

• The most recent shooting prior to the
2000 incident was in 1995.
• Lieutenant Ken Fortney of the
Bowling Green Police Division said
in the 25 years he has worked on
the force here, no shooting besides
yesterday's took place in the downtown area.

25 one mile from campus. "I "People within driving range |of
think our core customer is a the new theater] can go nine
more value-oriented customer.' miles south and see a movie for
Gerson also said that, with Its col- one-third of the price," she noted.
lection of upscale clothiers, die Adult pams for shows after 6 p.m.
Town Outer targets the "<SBBI n Friday and Saturday are $5.75 at
live woman with an annual Cinematic and $9.75 at currently
income of $100.(1 IX) plus, while open Showcase theaters.
The nature of the competiWoodland serves a middle-class
tion between the Town Center,
clientele
Similariy. Gerson sees little Woodland, and other retail cendirect competition between the ters is yet unknown. But one fact
new Showcase theater and the is inarguahle: Toledo and Bowling
Five-screen Cinematic movie Green-area shoppers will not be
house located inside Woodland. lacking options.

AEROPOSTALE
CAMPUS BOX SALE COMING TO THE

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

SEPTEMBER 1G

3-HOUR
BLOWOUT!
BTI PURPOSE ROOM

STUDENT UNION
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HOLLYWOOD DESIGNER SHOWCASED TOMORROW
"Queen of the Red Carpet," Katherine Baumann
will give a presentation on her success as a woman
entrepreneur in Beverly Hills, tomorrow in the Union
theater at 10 -11:30 a.m. She is known for her haute
couture, luxury accessories that are loved by stars
such as Queen Latifah and Jennifer Aniston. For more
information contact Diane Frey at 372-7842.

CAMPUS

get a life

EUCHRE

11! 11 v www.bgsu.edWca1endai7calcndar.html

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
"Fowl Faces"
Come view the work of BGSU
alum, Kurt Reithcrt. His
exhibit, entitled "Howl Faces,"
showcases some interesting
photography. The exhibit
runs through September 3.
Union Galleries

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
University Ambassadors arc
recruiting for the new sch(x>l
year and distributing infoma
lion about the organization.
Come talk to us at the tables
in the Union about joining
the University Ambassadors,
a premiere organization on
ianipus. We sponsor several
events throughout the
year, including Beyond BO
Senior Celebration, stadium
suites during home football
games, community service,
and Finals Week Survival Kits.
We also interact with alumni,
distinguished guests, and
top-ranking university offi
dab, If you arc interested,
we have applications, which
arc due September 15.2004.
Union lobby

9 .i.m. - 311.111.
"Real life Table"
Come hang out al the Real
Life table and find out what is
going on with the group,
about upcoming events, or
just hangout.
Bouvn- llmm/ison Srudeut
Union lobbys
9a.m. - 3 p.m.
"Euchre Tournament
Sign- up"
Sponsored by Real life
Union lobby

10a.m. 4 p.m.
Delta Sigma 'Dicta Bowling
Party Ticket Sales
Union lobby

1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
"Sushi Thursdays in the
Falcons Nest"
the I (ikon's Nest on the First
Floor
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
"Student Technology Center
Open I louse"
Ijcpericnce this state of the
an learning facility that offers
eight service programs to
help students use technology
to their academic advantage
200 Saddkrrure Student
Services Hnilding
5 p. n i. - 6 p.m.

"First Hour Specials at the
Black Swamp Pub"
Union Black Swamp Puh
8 p.m.

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
" Id K-k the Vote"
Voter registration, sponsored
by USG and 106.5 the Zone
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
DGSUrvelnfo lable"
lit ,SI live Info.Table
Union Lobb)/

"Come enjoy fellowship

around a campfire with singing and devotionals. Rides
available"
Hn-Uikv Campground new

Steve Garner BG News

TOURNAMENT: Emily McDaniel, a junior Art Education major, from Lakeside shows them all how it
is done at the weekly Euchre tournament held upstairs at the EasyStreet Cafe in Downtown BG.

Marketers, stores target college students with dorm-room essentials
students are packing into their
donn rooms.
"Our generation has always
gotten a lot of advertising for toys
and stuff; we grew up with it and
now we've moved to college."
said Tera Nakata, a junior at the
University of California-Bel kelev
The array of stylish merchandise at discount prices "is making
it more nonnal to get things for
college." Nakata said. "You think,
"This isn't so expensive, so I'll go
out and get it instead of bringing
it from home.'"
That's exactly what retailers are counting on. Marketers
are increasingly targeting this
historically neglected group
in print ads and catalogs, on
television and radio, and via

By Becky Barbndale
KB! CUMPUS

Before Amanda Barnett left
home for her freshman year at
San lose State University, hardly
a week passed by that she didn I
icccivc a bundle of adsor e-mails
hawking cool stuff to bin for
school.
She used the information like a
general plotting a campaign. She
scoured die Internet for decorating ideas and hunted for bargains
to transform her I2-by-15-foot
dorm room from dreary box to
striking personal statement.
Add in a laptop, an MP3 player,
cell phone, posters and dozens
of photographs, and you've got
some of the bare "essentials" that
today's design-conscious college

the mailbox and Internet. This
summer Target pursued the
college market with its "Do
Your Room" campaign. Unens
it Things touted 'Destination
Dorm." Bed Bath & Beyond
promoted an online "college
registry."
All are scrambling for a piece
of the $25.7 billion that students
and their families are expected
to spend on back-to-college
merchandise this year, nearly
twice the amount expected for
elementary and high school
students, according to a National
Retail Federation survey.
Students are bringing
more personal belongings to

college than they did a decade
ago, said
Imogen
Hinds,
manager of undergraduate
housing at Stanford University
I hey equip their diirm
rooms with microwave ovens,
mini-fridges,
micro-fridges,

televisions

and

computers

— enough electrical devices
to cause worries about powei
problems in older halls.
Many have a budding sense
of personal style, honed by TV
design shows such as "MIA'
Cribs" and "Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy"
At Stanford, for example,
more students an' bringing their
own futons and seating, such as

colorful bean bag or inflatable
chairs.
"We <ln have students
completely disassemble their
beds, put them on the side of
the room and sleep on a futon or
the floor." Hinds said. "They like
a lot of design options to move
things around. And students like
to bring in personal color."
Thinking about how to
decorate has been an exciting
part of going away to college
fol kirnan Klein, who heads to
UC-Santa Barbara in about two
weeks
I feel like 1 can control it all,"
Klein said. Unlike her room at
home, which has staved much

the same over the years, at
college, "I can decorate it
however 1 want."
While Klein has been scouting
decorating ideas for the past year,
her boyfriend, Dan Feldman. said
he hasn't put much thought into
his freshman dorm room at the
University of Oregon. He was
more concerned about electronic
essentials.
rhese are really tiny rooms
— like a hotel room and there
are two people in it." Feldman
said. "The stuff they sell a lot of
times is handy, but a lot of times
It's excessive, You really have to
control your imagination and
look at reality and say, I really
don't have rcxim."
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IF OUR DELIVERY DRIVERS

WERE ANY FOSTER
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NUMBERS
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COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Thurs, 9/16 fiom 10:30am-2:30pm • Career Services
Tues, 9/21 from 10:30am-2:30pm • Career Services
Wed, 9/22 from 11am-4pm • Career Services
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• S8 .S0-S9.S0/hr, with increases ot 50C alter 90 days 6 50c al one year
■ Paid Vacations • Weekends 6 Holidays OH
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LEARN
Program
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Day • 11:30am 3:30pm • Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am • Preload • 4am-8a«n
Shift times are approximate.

Get up to

Online Application: WWW.upSJObs.com

$23,000* in

For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or J.imi Mullholand Oamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

College Education
Assistance!

Or call: 419-891-6820
15 SO Holland Road

1616 E.WOOSTER-419-352-7200

Maumee, OH 43537
'Progcam guideline*, apply
Equal Opportunity Employei
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OPINION

"Too many good docs are getting out of
business. Too many OB-GYNs aren't able to
practice their love with women all across
this country."
Pleaded (leorge W. Bush.addrcssing a Missouri crowd about the effects of
Iriviikus lav.'suits on health care.

ST.UTKDITOIil.U

New mall may hurt Woodland
Starting next month students

and residents of Bowling Guvn
will have yet another option
when deciding "here to shop.
Town Center at I evis
Commons will open in
IVrrysburg. joining Franklin Park
and Woodland Town Centre as
local shopping attractions.
We can't help hut wonder
what type of effect this will have
on BG commerce, especially the
already-struggling Woodland
Towne Centre.

Whlie Woodland maintains

YOU DECIDE
Do you think there should be
concern for Woodland Town
Centre? Send an Email to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feedback on our web site.

that they will not be hurt by the
new mall, it becomes even less
attractive to customers who are
seeking variety and name
brand apparel.

More and more, we see smaller business being squeezed out
of the picture by bigger names.
\xx>k at the effect Wal-Mart
has had on the retail industry,
practically controlling the entire
market.
When these local businesses
lose out to these big name competitors, and they almost always
do, the community suffers.
Not only are jobs lost, but the
culture of the community
takes a hit.
l-ocal BG businesses have

Treatment of women is poor
ANNA
NUSSBAUM
U-Wire Columnist
I will never get used to the
imbalanced treatment of
women at Notre Dame.
The experiences had by
male and female undergrads
at Notre Dame are dissimilar,
to say the least, and if Notre
Dame is to be truly excellent, some things will have to
change. Allow me to give a few
examples.
last weekend was a football
weekend, and I had two friends
come to visit me
My male friend had to sign in
and sign out every time he left
the building. My female friend
didn't have to do a thing. The
university has decided that it
is in my l)est interest for them
to monitor the comings and
goings of my male visitors, even
in the middle of the day.
At the football games themselves, male and female students must listen as their fellow
students (usually male) yell

slurs at the opposing team that
are offensive to females.
And then there's the issue of
healthcare.
I was speaking this summer
to a friend from another university who was recently raped.
As she described her campus'
health center and resources, I
realized once again that here at
Not re I )ame we offer neither a
rape crisis hodine nor a women's healdi center.
The University Health Center
doesn't even have rape kits
available or nurses trained in
rape counseling. If you go in for
a pregnancy test, they do not
ask if you were raped, and most
students don't go in at all since
they fear punishment under.
The attitude toward women
at Notre Dame manifests itself
in more subtle ways as well.
1 lere at Notre Dame we have
"men's dorms" and "girls' dorms."
Bodi are subject to autocratic
rules, but only men's dorms arclax about enforcing thei n.
We have graduate programs
in the traditionally male schools
of business, law and architecture, but no professional pro-

grams in education, nursing or
social work.
And finally, even though
women have been students at
Notre Dame for over 30 years,
people still sing the old fight
song,
"While her loyal sons are
marching onward to victory."
I love this place, but 1 look
forward to the day when the
student body sings the version
that includes all of the students,
"While her loyal sons and
daughters march on to victory."
This week marks the grand
opening of the much touted
Ciender Relations Center in
l-alflrtune.
It's a step in the right direction on die part of the administration, and the university is to
be applauded for recognizing
and attempting to address the
problem of gender relations at
Notre Dame.
Yet, it remains to be seen
whether the center will actually
work toward changing Notre
Dame, or will just be a safe
place for respectful dialogue
about die problems of gender
relations on campus.

When guitars cry: "angst rock"
at die University are not trying
so hard on their school work.
GEORGE
I )id you get so far, .as in buildVALKO
ing your one night beer record
Opinion Columnist to over 20 cans? And now in the
end, you realize it didn't really
Leave me alone, you don't
matter because you have to do
understand me! It's too hard,
it all over again the next
I'm just going to lay on my bed
weekend?
and cry iy eyes out.
This must be emotionally
This i J the kind of message
and intellectually satisfying
music. I don't think I am "deep"
I gel whenever I listen to angst
enough to understand angst
rock.
rock, and 1 am glad.
Angst rock consists of your
In fact, I find it to be boring,
Linkin Parks, Drowning Pools
backwards, and played the
and your Disturtieds.
hell.' it. 1 would almost rather
Apparendy, life is so imposlistc. to country music than
sible that all we should do is
angst rock. I said almost, don't
scream about how difficult it is
get excited '" i McGraw fans.
to grow up in the richest counAnd if yo
en to be a fan
try in die world, with all the
of both ge... -o, what a sick and
amenities one could desire.
twisted life you lead.
Angst rock sounds like the
I think the problem with me
land of music pissed-off teens
is I don't understand the intrilisten to when their parents tell
cacies of songs such as "Entrails
them they can't use the car for
Ripped From a Virgin's (exple- .
the night.
tive)" (Cannibal Corpsel or
Or better yet they have to do
Evanescence's obsession with
the dishes instead of watching
death (see "Tourniquet", "My
brain-dumbing MTV.
Last Breath").
What was so difficult about
However, I am very curious
high school? Did you try so
as to why all of these bands
hard and get so far but in the
have the most tortured psyches
end realize it didn't matter?
on the face of the earth.
It's not so different from
Nasty cavity? Hang nail?
what you do in college. Think
Leave a red shirt in with your
about what you do as a college
whites? No toilet paper left in
student.
the bathroom? OK, that last one
You try so hard to get laid,
is a serious problem, I shouldn't
because we all know students
joke about it.
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However, after doing an
extensive study of angst rock
and die angst rock drones
(angst rock fans) I came to a
conclusion.
These drones are not mindless or emotionally damaged,
at least more than the rest of
us. They are just experiencing

catered and provided to our
student body to the best of their
abilities.
To sec local flavor run out of
town for packaged, corporate
goods would be unthinkable.
Town Center at l£vis
Commons will be offering all
sorts of stores that could eventually fill all your non-food shopping needs. There will retailers
that haven't ever been seen in
the greater Toledo area.
But soon Franklin Park
will have a new addition and
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expanded since it's second year,
nobody wants to drive by an
abandoned building on N. Main.
IfWoodland Town Centre sees
poor sales due to competition
from $100 million malls, we
could lose a BG landmark.
Hopefully, Woodland and, of
course, the Cinemark theatre
inside of it will remain and adapt
to out of town pressures.
The worst imaginable scenario
would be having to pay over $9
to see a movie, when you could
drive five minutes and pay $5.75.

PEOPLE Patriotism has
0NTHE STREET gone way too far
"What song is stuck in
your head right now?"

3P&Z

CODYTHACKER
FRESHMAN,
ARCHITECTURE

"Vindicated
by Dashboard
Confessional"

LAURA ADVENT
FRESHMAN, BIOLOGY

"The my neck, my
back song by Klua."

"LIFE."
It is really hard to fault them
for feeling down, although I do
fault them for their poor choice
in music.
Yet, these bands take sorrow
to an exaggerated climax, lust
like the first time with a girl and
she said it you were good, but
you know she was just faking it.
1 lowever, if 1 ever did feel the
urge to cry from the pain of
everyday life, I would watch a
Vin Diesel movie or break my
X-box, and just before Halo 2
comes out...
But most of the students at
the University have more good
experiences going on in their
lives than bad.
They are getting an education and after graduation can
look forward to a decent paying
job. There are plenty of good
looking and promiscuous
18-year-olds looking for fun.
Weekends are a non-stop party.
So 1 say do what the top dog
on campus is doing and try to
have some fun. It will prevent
the snot and tear stains on your
pillowcase.

Maumee will also be offering a
new shopping center.
All these options could spell
trouble for local BG businesses.
It would be a shame to see our
local economy suffer because of
competition from surrounding
towns and developers bringing
in more shops than the area
needs
Everybody knows Woodland
Town Centre as "the BG mall"
and it has been here since
1987. Though recent times have
been hard on the mall, it hasn't

WHITNEY SMITH
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"The Milkshake Song
byKelis."

DAN BURKE
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Ocean Avenue by
Yellowcard."

I am all for patriotism in the
war against Saddam Hussein
and die restoration of Iraq, as
much as the next American
college •.indent (which, 1 know,
is an oxymoron within itself),
but this may be taking things a
step too far.
According to a recent article
on crazynewn.net, a recent
Canadian bidder on F.-Bay
was denied his winning bid by
CompAdanta. an American computer vendor.
Upon winning the online auction, the bidder received a notice
from the company stating. "At
the present time, we do not ship
to, or accept bids from. Canada,
Mexico, France, Germany or
any odier country dial does
not support the United States
in our efforts to rid the worid of
Saddam Hussein. If you are not
with us. you are against us."
1 il id n't realize Canada posed
such a huge threat to the United
States and our front against the
I lussein regime.
I suppose South Park had a
point - "blame (iuiada."
On a related note, during a
recent political discussion with
a friend, I was told, "I'm not voting for lohn Kerry because he's
French." And I guess maybe the
logic in all of this is lost on me. I
understand the need patriotism,
especially with the worid situation as it currently stands.
And there's nothing wrong
whatsoever with national pride,
and we're American after all, so
die arrogance is even relatively
understandable.
What I don't understand, however, is the growing popularity of
the idea that if a country is not
witii us, or does not necessarily
support our motives for the Iraq
invasion, they are an enemy.
Maybe I'm too much of an
idealist. Anti-French sentiment is the most popular, but
it seems like the "Who's Who
of Anti-American Countries" is
becoming a growing list - heck,
even poor little Canada's getting
die brunt.
In a halfhearted attempt at
diplomacy, the U.S. is beginning
to break up with some of its key
allies, particularly in Europe - i.e.,
France, Germany, and Russia,
and cany on with a war much of
the world does not support
Tension is mounting across
the Atlantic, and now, with our
neighbors to the north. However,
our Leader-in-Chief made it no
secret that America wasn't going
to be a team player in all of this
during his State of the Union
address, declaring, "die course of
this nation does not depend on
the decisions of others.
So we don't depend on the

CHELSEA
SNYDER
Opinion Columnist

decisions of other nations.
Great. But you know something? The troops in Iraq as we
speak are not entirely American.
How can we as a nation expect
international support in the
future if we are alienating potential allies?
It's not typical that 1 compare
international relations widi
my junior high social clique,
but at 13.1 learned that when
you go about pointing lingers
and accusing innocent people,
nobody's going to sit by you at
the lunch table.
It's inevitable dial someday
in the probably not-too-distant
future (probably even sooner
with Dubya in office, but that's
neither here nor diere), the good
old U.S. of A is going to find itself
in another conflict.
If we continue this estrangement, we will lack international
support even more than we did
upon initially entering Iraq. And
you never know, someday we
may desperately need international support
Although I can't possibly imagine why we'd possibly land ourselves in another conflict - the
U.S. is so dam good at making
international friends and
keeping them.
Mob theory states diat a large
group of people is only as intelligent as the stupidest member,
and unfortunately, termination
of the ignorant isn't yet legal.
The finger pointing is becoming ludicrous. We are a country
that once welcomed the poor
and huddled masses from all
countries, yet now we are quickly
alienating practically the entire
international community.
The United States will prevail
in Iraq. However, without international support, die victory will
be halfhearted at best.
Without worid opinion behind
us, the US will no longer be
viewed as "big brother to the
worid," but rather, an out-ofcontrol, power-hungry Goliath
that must be stopped.
The price is too high, and
America can't afford to risk losing
the support of the international
community.
When the Canadian bidder
received the denial notice from
CompAdanta, he said, "I've
made a winning bid. To discriminate against me because I'm a
Canadian is ridiculous."
Ridiculous is an understatement.
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The rich live on better streets
SHAUN
HAXLS

Opinion Columnist
Working al a job where I
handle quite a few checks, in a
haze of boredom I often notice
the street people live on.
No, I'm not planning on
stalking anyone, but I have
noted an interesting social
division occurring in Bowling
Green: the names of the streets
people live on.
Actually, it's wrong to call
them "streets." That's too
proletarian. It's a "drive" or a
"circle" or maybe even a "boulevard" and people give them
names like Foxgate or Trafalgar
Bend.
Reaching for new heights
of pretentiousness, people
have set themselves up on two
paved lanes christened with
titles like Country Club Drive
or Alexandria Boulevard.
There's Larchwood Drive,
where Dr. Ribeau lives in a
condominium and llillcrest
Drive, where Ribeau used
to live.
So what, you might be asking, is the big deal?
Well. I think it's interesting
that the largely well-to-do
people who live on drives (or
lanes, or circles, etc.) have not
only been separated from the
rest of us economically, in that
they probably make a ton of
money, but they have also separated themselves even more

by settling in places that have
such bourgeois names.
These names are so ridiculously ritzy that one finds
ii hard to even say them
without affecting a British
accent, a la Robin Leach, host
of "Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous."
Say it with me: Larchwood
Drive. Good. Now take a sip of
that martini.
I get the impression that
having a local artery of transportation that has such an
upper-crust moniker as the
examples I've given might
truly factor in the selection of
a place to live.
One gets the impression that
a person would be less reluctant to buy a mansion located
on something with an unimpressive name like State Street
or Merry. No sir. It's got to be
something like Barrington
Avenue or Stonesgate Circle.
I mean. Stonesgate Circle? .
That's not even proper English!
And it's hard to imagine
llillcrest Drive being on much
of a hill, owning to the fact
that the people who started
this town settled it in a friggin'
swamp.
Meanwhile, the rest of us get
stuck with names like Summit
or Prospect or, if you live over
the tracks, you don't even get
a proper name at all! Instead,
it's just a number for you. First
Street, Second Street. Third
Street... it's like the people
who decide the names of the
paved surfaces around here
ran out of steam when they

named those places.
Or, more likely, they probably just realized that's where a
majority of the students would
be living and just didn't care.
While there are certain
advantages to having a street
with a number for its name,
like the brevity of the address
you have to write out on envelopes for the mail or the place
you want that keg delivered,
I'm upset by the inequality
expressed here.
1 want a street or whatever named after some sort of
animal we've hunted to nearextinction here or is, in name
at least, a gate to something. .
While there's something to
be said for the upbeat names
of streets and roads like Merry,
Prospect, and Enterprise, I
can't help but feel that we, as
students, have largely been left
behind when it comes to the
name game.
I yearn to feel the intoxicating smugness that people
living in places like Sparrow
Lane and Champagne Avenue
feel when they tell all of their
WASPy friends where they live.
But with an increasing
disparity between the rich
and poor under the Bush
Administration and my eventual employment in the teaching workforce, it's unlikely that
I'll ever get to experience that
joy unless I play Monopoly.
Then it's Boardwalk and Park
Place, along with the exotic
sounding Mediterranean
Avenue, for me.
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Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters in
the 1968-69 year?
A. Switch was mandated bv Ohio Board ot Regents
B. University responded to student vote
C. University responded to (acuity vote
D. Allowed more time (or harvesting crops
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WfJIPyS. STUDENT UNION

Eat BIG.
Donate BIG
25* of every Big Bacon
Classic Combo Meal sold
will be donated to the
Dance Marathon every
hour of every day now
through 3/19/05!*
Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

(A)

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-1am
419-728-0300 www.pertoria.com

Children's
"Offer valid only at Wendy's in the Bowen-Thompson
MiraclewNetwork* Student Union. Net proceeds of the Dance Marathon
,',' .Ww'.V.
benefit Children's Miracle Network.
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Bad music to blame for sales
BRENT
BATTLE

U-Wm Columnist
In the heyday of Napster
and AudioGalaxy, it seemed
like every single song imaginable at one point in time was
available to anyone hooked up
to the Internet -- no charge.
Grokster and Morpheus are
a few more names on the long
list of peer-2-peer networks
laid to waste by the Recording
Industry Association of
America with the help of the
federal government.
"P2P, or peer-to-peer, does
not stand for permission to
pilfer,'" said Attorney General
John Ashcroft in a U.S. Justice
Department hearing in late
August.
While no one laughed at Mr.
Ashcroft's joke, his message
was clear.
"You can pay the fair value
for movies, music, software
and games like every other
consumer, or you can pay a
much higher price when you
are caught committing online
theft," Ashcroft said.
He vowed prosecutors will
continue to go after online
criminals. File sharing creates
real criminals and they have
punished few to make an
example for the rest. A 12-yearold girl settled out of court
in February by paying $2,000
to the RIAA for sharing a few
dozen MP3 music files online-.
It's all too convenient for
the RIAA -- comprised of the
five biggest record companies
in the U.S. - to blame the 15
billion dollar slump in record

sales on internet file sharing. Is because he gave his software
away on the Internet.
picking the pocket of each file
"It's very hard for policy
sharing "pirate" how the RIAA
and copyright law to keep
plans to meet its net quota?
up with the pace of technoIf a restaurant doesn't reach
logical change," said Michael
the expectations of the cusMcGuire. an analyst at the
tomer, the restaurant must
technology research firm
improve the qualify of their
(iartner.
service rather than sue their
Fox Chief Executive Peter
former customers to make up
for a margin of lost profit.
Chrrnin told the media:
"Filmmakers can offer their
The music featured on
audience a choice of ways to
mainstream radio does not
stack up to the glory days of
see movies -- they can view
them In the theater, rent them
the late 1960s and early 1970s.
\i -lists of yesteryear were
or buy them.... Music companies are much less flexible."
exactly that - artists.
It's no wonder the legal file
Compared with today's
transfers were so successful on
mainstream superstar acts
like Linkin Park and Britney
the Internet.
It is not correct to assume
Spears, it's easy to see why the
2000s music consumers slowly that every time a copy is
made, a sale is lost," said
began trading in mainstream
mediums of music like TV and Gary Shapiro, a spokesman
for the Consumer Electronics
radio for a PC and modem.
Association.
The search for lost profits
I le added, "Computers and
leads the lawsuit machine
other gadgets that enable peodown every road possible.
They've sued children, why not ple to copy music or download
people that don't share files on MP3s, have seen their sales fall
much more sharply."
the Internet at all?
It's hard to download an
XM Satellite Radio subscribMP3 player from peer to peer
er Scotl Maclean developed
a recording program on his
networks these days. Since
these statements were made,
computer that converts XM
several Web sites owned by the
broadcasts into MP3 files so
RIAA have reduced the price of
he can hear broadcasts "when
legal file downloads in half at
I was asleep or out."
the demand of the
The program made availconsumer.
able via open source transfer
Now we're getting someon the Internet and this move
created legal problems for the
where.
The consumer with a guilty
Sony-owned XM company.
conscience can't take every
The end result was the RIAA
word the RIAA says as fact.
ordering a legal investigation
They should see these lawsuits
into the situation.
for what they are - a deterrent.
Whether or not Macl-ean
They're suing children.
should be allowed to record
They're suing their own
every single radio broadcast
paying customers.
he desires is in question only

Voting for a lesser evil is unfair
SPENCER
MCCLURE

U-Wire Columnist
Even George Washington
warned our fledgling nation of
this pitfall, two-party politics
is deeply embedded in our
country. There are so many
different people with so many
different lifestyles and they
all rally behind two factions.
Both groups then pick the
candidate they hope will lead
this country into the next four
years. A third party rises to
fruition every now and again
with little or no impact on the
political system.
The first George W may
have been right about panics,
and this election seems to be
centered on our current one. I
don't like Bush.
I disagree with his direction
of the country and his values
I'm voting for Kerry. The only
thing I know about lohn Kernis that he disagrees with Bush's
direction of the country and
his values.
There is a certain Web site
that has been floating about

that involves Kerry with a certain feminine hygiene product
which basically conveys this
point. Democrats may make
remarks on his policies or his
vision for America, but how
is Kerry any different from
any other Democrat? How
is he any different from Joe
Lieberman, Howard Dean or
Al Sharpton? The simple truth
is that he is not. Well, not really.
None of them would have
gotten far in their quest for
party nomination if they
held values too dissimilar to
I )emocratic ideals. Kerry arose
victorious because he has the
best shot of defeating Bush.
The above-mentioned were
too liberal or too crazy to have
a chance of beating an incumbent and were cast aside. Now
that lohn Kerry has the party
nomination, he has to placate
the whims of undecided voters,
never really taking a stance
on a subject, and he drops in
polls when he takes a stance.
Even before the Democratic
delegation had chosen their
man, I would hear those saying that they would vote for
anyone so long as to get rid of

W. But this is what the election
has come down to -- Bush vs.
anti-Bush.
I find it disheartening that
I should vote for someone on
the simple basis of a lesser
evil, and the mere notion of
someone voting against an
incumbent to oust him or her
degrades the election and
political system.
Adding a third name on the
ballot does not remedy this
problem. Those who nm for
office outside the shell of the
Republican or Democratic
parties only end up wasting
their time and energy and
anyone who votes for them is
wasting his or her vote.
This seems to be the nature
of our political system.
The upcoming debates may
help shake Kerry's current role,
but there are others like myself
who have already made up
their minds on George
W. Bush.
It will be those who have
not decided about Bush that
will determine the elections
outcome - the way it
should be.

TAKE A ROAD TRIP!
EERS BANDS B NFIBE!
Just 40 minutes south
of Bowling Green
in Bluffton, Ohio
(Exit 142 oH 1-75)
ain
~l or Shine'*"
performances from

The Recipe The Shantee
Grasshopper Pie The One-Eyed Show
Skeleton Crew Smokestack
The Ritchey Brothers Band
JP & The Chatfield Boys Papaw's Dawg
Amber & The Dirty Bathwater Boys

1

2 Nights of Camping!
$30 in advance
$38 at the gate
1-800-300-6187
or thru the web site

BEER SOLD AT STATE
MINIMUM PRICES ON SITE!!!
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BASEBALL THE PHILLIES DUSTED THE REDS YESTERDAY, 9-1. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
BG mourns the loss
of Aaron Richardson
Bowling Green student Aaron
Richardson, who was one of nine
Individuals to join the BG football
team as a walk-on, today, passed
awaj at Wood County Hospital
aftet tailing ill 10 minutes into
Wednesday^ practice.
A freshman, Richardson is a
native oi Sandusky and attended
I Vi kins High .School.
Ilns is a sad day for our
University community and our
thoughts and prayers go out to
Urons lamily and friends," BG
Athletic I)irector Paul Krcbs said.

Bonds
misses
1st shot
at 700
AP Columnist
I here were still plenty', way too
many, good seats available.
And therein lies the problem.
On a balmy September summer evening at Miller Park,
Barry Bonds, arguably the best
player there ever was, had a
chance to go where only two
men in baseball history had
gone before. And unless you
were an eBay seller who absolutely had to be behind the
outfield walls with a chance to
catch his 700th home run ball.
you could pretty much sit
wherever you wanted.
Try doing that at a taping of
"Oprah" this season.
As it turned out, an
announced crowd of 27,209
H ent home not just emptyhanded — but disappointed as
well as the San Francisco Giants
stayed front and center in the
National League wild-card race
with a 3-2 win over the Brewers.
Despite going 0-for-2, Bonds
made his usual monster
contribution to the cause. He
walked twice, once intentionally, scored a run and made the
game-saving play by throwing
Milwaukee's Bill Hall out at the
plate in the bottom of the sixth
inning as he tried to score from
second on a single.
And just as typically, Bond
refused to talk about any of it
afterward. A Giants' publicrelations employee stood in
front of Bonds' locker, directing
traffic in every direction except
hehind him.
lust down the hallway, in the
small manager's office, Felipe
Alou was calling that sixthinning throw "the biggest play
of the game." Across the clubhouse, San Francisco starter and
winner Kirk Rueter marveled,
"Tonight he did it with his arm,
made a great defensive play. He
affects the game in a lot of ways."
LITHE. PAGE 9
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BG begins conference games
Women's soccer will
begin their MAC season against Ohio.

conference schools to prepare
for die challenges they will face
in the MAC.
Despite starting conference
play with a 1-5-0 record, the
Falcons are confident and ready
to begin their quest for another
birth in the MAC championship
game. One of the team's biggest
objectives for this weekend is to
score some goals. Since scoring
seven goals against Duquesne in
the first game of the season, BG
has been held to just one goal in

By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

The BGSU women's soccer
team begins Mid-American
Conference play this weekend
as they host Ohio University and
Marshall. The team has been
playing a slew of tough out-of-

their last six games.
"We're not scoring goals. We
know we've had a run of had
luck, and that has to change at
some point," head coach Andy
Richards said.
BG will face Ohio on Friday
to start off the weekend. Ohio
comes into the match with a
0-4-2 overall record after playing two tie games in the conference last weekend. The Bobcats
fought MAC favorite Western
Michigan to a double overtime

scoreless tie last weekend after
playing Northern Illinois to a
score of 1-1.
Sunday, the Falcons will
face off against Marshall. The
Herd enters the weekend
with a record of 2-3-2 after
dropping their first two conference games last weekend.
Marshall fell to Northern Illinois
1-0 and also lost to Northern
Illinois by a score of 2-1.
Coach Richards said the team
is very positive going into die

Ohio game and will focus on a
major goal increase as well as
keeping everyone healthy.
The team has every reason
to be positive and confident.
Goalkeeper Ali Shingler played
a strong pair of games last weekend and both the defense and
offense have matched up well
to their compedtion throughout
their eariy season games.
Friday's game will be at BG's
own Cochrane Field. Kickoff is
scheduled for 4 p.m.

Chemistry helps BG BG looking for
first victory
Volleyball succeed
By lason A Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

Start with a charismatic firstyear assistant filling in for
someone witii more than 30
years of head coaching experience while she accompanies the USA National Sitting
Volleyball Team in Athens,
Greece until Oct. 1.
Add six returning players with experience, attitude,
athleticism, intelligence and
loyalty.
Mix in a generous portion
of motivation and infuse with
five newcomers.
These elements have
merged together to become
an impeccable formula of
success for the Bowling Green
State volleyball team, which
has won five consecutive
marches - their longest win
BenSwaojer BGNews
streak since 2001 - after starting die season 0-3.
TIME TO BUMP: Bowling Green junior Emily Mansor makes a bump
"This is the best team against Cleveland State last Wednesday.
chemistry ever," sophomore
"I think die players were disap- die Raider Challenge Friday at
Chrissy Gothke said after
yesterday's practice. "We have pointed coming off last season 7:30 p.m.
BG will face Wake Forest
the perfect combination of and made a commitment to
(5-1) and Morehead State (1-5)
players and Coach (Mark) improve as a team.
"1 diink we have a good mix to conclude the tournament
Hardaway has been like an
continuation of Coach (Denise) with some experienced upper- on Sunday.
Van De Walle, and everyone has classmen and they've been very
Hardaway said die competigood widi how they've handled tion will be good for the team.
responded really well to him."
I lardaway, who has nine years the pressure," he said, "They've
"Wright State and Morehead
of coaching experience and been very good at leading by State are two very good teams
some familiarity with the BG example, helping the freshmen and Wake Forest is probably the
volleyball program from serving along and on the other side of second best team we'll face this
as an assistant in 1991 and 1992, that, the freshmen have been year, outside of Honda," he said.
said the team was due for this good at coming in, working hard "So these games will help us get
and listening to that advice."
kind of performance.
ready for conference play."
The Falcons (5-3) look to
"This started last spring with
Sixth-year head coach Joylynn
Coach Van De Walle and the continue the maturation Tracy and the Raiders are led by
returning players making a process when they play host
VOUEYBAU, PAGE 7
commitment," Hardaway said. team Wright State (0-4) to open

Falcons look for
major improvements after starting
the season off 0-6.
By Chris WilliR
SPOR'S REPORTER

So far this season, the metis
soccer team has had a rough
time. While trying to adjust
to a new coach and style of
play, the Falcons are yet to
break into die win column
and are currently 0-6. In the
six non-conference games the
Falcons have been outscored
by their opponents 19-3 and
unfortunately for the Falcons
this weekend may prove to be
their toughest test yet.
On Friday, the Falcons are
set to travel to Ann Arbor
to take on the Michigan
Wolverines. The Wolverines
are ranked no. 9 in the nation
and currently have a record of
5-0. The Falcons, coming off
a 4-0 loss to Xavier, lost to the
Wolverines last year by a scon
of 6-1. This is a new year, however, and the Falcons are unda
a new coach - and he is looking
forward to die difficult match.
"For me, as a coach, 1 think
this (Friday's match-upl is
awesome," Coach Thompson
said. "I always want to play the
best teams. I figure that if you
can't get up for Michigan, you
don't have a pulse and I expect
that the boys will come out fired
up and ready to rock and roll
and I think we will have a pretty
good performance."
Coach Thompson realizes
that after the difficult start
the team has many things to

BenSwanttr BGNem

FIGHTING: Bowling Green's Dirk
Eckroat goes after the ball in
a game against Wright State
last Wednesday.

improve if diey want to play
competitively but believes the
team is getting closer everyday.
"The rough start is not what
we wanted, but we came up
with a list of things that we
milled to do in order to get
good results and we haven't
consistently done those things.
So the locker room is a little
bit apprehensive, a little bit
confused, a little disappointed, and I think we are finally
getting to die point of getting
fired up and wanting to prove
somediing," said Thompson.
If the Falcons are looking to
prove something, Friday night's
game would be a great time for
it and coach Thompson hopes
that this weekend can spark
SOCCER,PAGE 7

BG rugby team runs right over GVSU, Ohio Northern
By lames Kuper

in the past against GVSU and
they've always yelled for us to
Anyone who showed up at bring on the A' side," assistant
College Park last Saturday think- coach Chris Hopps said. "Well,
ing they were going to attend a they got their wish."
rugby match had to be excused if
"BG is at the top for a long time
they thought they stumbled on to and we are trying to squeeze
a track meet instead.
our way in," GVSU coach John
The top ten nationally ranked Mullen said. "They are at the level
Bowling Green rugby team we want to be at."
crushed Grand Valley State by
Grand Valley did not fold up
scores of 96-7 and 101-0.
their defense from the get-go. For
lust for good measure, the most of the first half, the Falcons
Falcon ruggers also skunked had to fight and claw their way
Ohio Northern, 39-0.
throught a less than charitable
"It's always nice to start off at GVSU defense.
"Whatever the Lakers lacked in
home with a win, but this is a bit
more than I expected," BG coach skill, they certainly made up for
Roger Mazzarella said. "Despite in determination," Hopps said.
Fly half Derek Imes opened
three good weeks of practice,
we've had some concerns about the scoring when he landed a
dropped balls, position changes 35-yard penalty field goal and
and the number of new faces geve the Falcons a 3-0 lead they
in the first lineup. It all came never relinquished.
together rather nicely, though,
After being stymied early on by
against a team trying to make the the Lakers, Ian Gagnon garnered
move to the rugby big-time."
BG's first try on a bust that broke
The Falcons gave GVSU just three tackles that, with Imes'
what the doctor ordered.
conversion, made the score 10-0.
"We've had some close games
That score was followed with
GUEST REPORTER

tries by center Carl Samuel,
scrum half Brian Knaupe and
the first of four scores by wing
Matt lohnston. A conversion and
penalty by Imes finished the half
with the Falcons leading 30-0.
The Lakers immediately started the second half by rolling their
way into the endzone for seven
points and their only score.
Worn down and knocked back
on their heels for the entire day,
the Lakers' defense started to
crumble. For the Falcons' backs,
it was off to the races. Wing Matt
Johnston reeled off three more
tries in quick succession following long runs down the sideline, making die score 49-7 and
putting the game away for BG.
But the Falcons kept plugging
away en route to a 96-7 win.
BG's offense picked up right
where they left off to start the
second game, crossing the Laker
goal line with regularity. What
had started as a hard-fought
match two hours ago turned into
a two-match rout.
The Falcons' offensive fire-

works were paced by freshman
win Dan Brandenstein, who had
three tries, and eight man Bryan
Kupper, fly half Jon Woodman,
center Ben Fledderjohann, and
flankers Mike Marquis and Ryan
Bonek. who each scored twice.
"I looked back once and there
was no one even coming after
me," Kupper said.
Also picking up tries were
Chris Gruber, Ben Guteck. Matt
Scowen and Vince Staropoli.
Gutek had five conversions
while Bradenstein, Stropoli and
Woodman all hit one each to
make the final 101-0.
In the third match, BG's
rookies overpowered Ohio
Northern, 39-0. Picking up a
pair of tries was Scott Marwin
while Bryan LaMore, Kevin
Meredith, Body Davis, Chuck
Fiala and Terry Kilbane scored
one each. Ryan Deal kicked two
conversions in the win.
The Falcons, now 4-1 and
ranked No. 9 in the nation, will
host Central Michigan on
Saturday at College Park at 1 p.m.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.B6NEWS.CO1VISPORTS

fc

Roier MuziraHa
GOING STRONG: BG rugby player Carl Samuel slides through a pair of
Grand Valley defenders during a blowout victory this past weekend.
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Bengals' QB hopes to Holmes feels right at
continue his success home with Buckeyes

ByJoeKay

THE ASSOCIATED PHESS

Nobody in [he Bengals
locker room sees much point in
speculating about how Carson
Falmer will handle his second
start as an NFL quarterback.
The first one was convincing.
Palmer proved to everyone
around him that he won't be a
weak link in an offense that can
do a lot of tilings. If anything, he
makes it even more dangerous.
Palmer made every type of
throw and handled every type
of pressure during a 31 -24 loss to
the New York lets on Sunday. His
only glaring mistake was a throw
into coverage that was intercepted in the closing minutes, ending
(i mi nnati's chance to tie.
Otherwise, he was as good as
any young quarterback can be.
"He controlled the huddle."
offensive tackle Willie Anderson
said Wednesday. "He didn't panic.
He managed die game well. He
kepi his composure.
If he hadn't done that at crucial pans of the game, we probably would have gotten blown
out. A young quarterback has
to keep his composure and by
him doing that, it kept the rest of
tlie team calm. It was like having
(Ion) KitiKi in there, and we kept
rolling. We didn't miss a beat."
For six months, Bengals
coaches and veterans talked
about doing more to relieve the
pressure on Palmer, who didn't
take a snap last season as a
rookie. The idea was to make

Bill Koitroun AP Photo

READY TO GO: Cincy quarterback
Carson Palmer calls an audible
against the New York Jets last
Sunday in a 31-24 loss. Palmer
is hoping to continue his success
from his debut, which saw him
throw for 248 yards and two TDs.

things as easy as possible on
the kid.
Instead, he made things easier
for them
Palmer was so good that the
Bengals opened up the offense
as the game went along. He
completed 18-of-27 for 248 yards
and two touchdowns, including
a 53-yard pass to Chad lohnson
diat took the offense into another
dimension
Kitna has an average ami that
limited the offense. Palmer has
the ability to accurately throw the

ball far down the field — his pass
to lohnson floated 60 yards in
the air, giving the receiver time to
outrun the secondary and make a
diving catch in the end zone.
They couldn't have done that
last season.
"It makes us a lot more
dangerous," lohnson said. "We
threw the ball deep last year and
were very successful at it, but
they're emphasizing it more this
year."
The main emphasis in the
opener was to make Palmer comfortable in his long-awaited debut.
It worked out just fine.
"It realty wasn't that big of a
deal," Palmer said Wednesday. "It
is good to have it out of the way."
The only major surprise
involved the clock. Palmer
hadn't played a complete
game since his final season at
Southern Cal, where he won the
I Id-man Trophy.
On Sunday, he was gasping for
breath after an 11 -yard run in the
third quarter.
"I've got to get in a litde better
shape," he said. "1 was huffing
and puffing a little bit last week.
It's a long game. NFL games seem
like they take forever."
In the big scheme, it's small
stuff. His bigger challenge is to
get ready for a different type of
defense each week
The Miami Dolphins 10-1) are
likely to blitz him more often
on Sunday night, allowing their
aggressive defensive backs to take
advantage of any mistakes that
Palmer makes under pressure.

By Rusty Miller

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Wide receiver Santonio I lofanes
feels a strong pull to jump to
the NFL early to support his
young family, but says he and
his parents have decided lie will
stay widi Ohio State for at least
another year.
"I'm really not focused on dial
right now," the redshirt sophomore said of the lure of the NFL
"My focus is to lead our charge,
lead a group of receivers, lead
our team to another national
championship, if that's possible.
I talked to my parents about it
Scott Osborne AP Photo
and we kind of settled it down
to stay another year and get ANOTHER TOUCHDOWN: Ohio State receiver Santonio Holmes catches
everything out of it as much as a 23-yard touchdown against Cincinnati Sept. 4.
possible."
He certainly has been Ohio the field at the end instead of
1 lolmes has by far been the
top offensive weapon for the State's top receiver, with 14 going to the locker room to go
ninth-ranked Buckeyes (2-0), catches for three touchdowns In to the bathroom because of all
who play at North Carolina State two games while averaging 22.5 the fluids. "Santonio continues
yards a catch.
to make big plays foi us. Maybe
on Saturday.
He had career-highs with 10 most important, he continues
Part of the reason behind his
fast start is his dedication to receptions for 218 yards and to do a good job of leading the
Ohio State's summer condition- touchdowns of 80 and 47 yards receiver corps.... He is a special
ing program. He chose not to in Saturday's last-play, 24-21 vic- playei"
Holmes' 218 yards were the
go home to Florida to see his tory over Marshall. And he did it
girlfriend and two young sons despite missing the third quar- most by .in Ohio State receiver
because of his commitment to ter with leg cramps. Trainers put since Ten) Glenn had 253 yards
improving and proving himself. an IV drip into each ann to ichy at Pittsburgh in 1995. The 80"I called them (family mem- drate Holmes, who it-turned to yard TD reception matched the
bers) up and I told them, 'Hey, 1 make two crucial catches on third-longest in school history.
"My confidence is high right
won't be coming home, maybe the final drive that set up Mike
only once this summer because Nugent's game-winning 55-yard now and I'm glad my coaches
and the quarterback believe in
I'm trying to stay focused on field goal.
"He had one and a half bags me," Holmes said.
this," Holmes said earlier this
A week earlier, he totaled four
week "I'm trying to become die of intravenous fluid during the
best receiver here at Ohio State. I third quarter, so he had a big receptions for 91 yards including
had to put my family second for day," said Tressel, who joked he a clinching 23-yard touchdown
was glad that Holmes stayed on in a 27-6 win over Cincinnati.
a change."

Myers does it all in win over Cincy
avoid being swept in a threegame series in Cincinnati for
the first time since Aug. 4-6,
1995. Jason Michaels added
four hits.
Myers (9-9) matched his
season high widi five walks,
but he gave up only one nin
and four hits He struck out
four, improving to 4-1 in his
last nine starts. I le gave up a
leadoff triple to Ryan Freel in
the first but escaped with no
damage.
"You never like to get in those
situations because it takes a lot
of pitches to get out of them,"
Myers said. "I could've gone
longer if I hadn't gotten into
that situation, but I definitely
didn't want them to score in
the first. I worked out of it. but
it took a lot out of me."
Rheal Cormier, Tim Worrell
and Billy Wagner combined for
diree hidess innings to finish it.
"You figure it's not going to
be your day when you get a
leadoff triple and can't get him
in," Reds manager Dave Miley
said.
Myers snapped a 1-1 tie
by driving in David Bell from
second with a two-out single
AlBolwman AP Photo
in the fourth. Myers' first RBI
DOING IT ALL: Philadelphia's Brett Myers pitches against the Reds
in 48 at-bats this season came
yesterday. Myers won the game and got the game-winning hit.
on a two-strike fastball from
starter Brandon Claussen.
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"Pitching is repetitious,"
Bell led off the inning with a
Brett Myers beat the Cincinnati Philadelphia manager Larry single and moved to second on
Bowa said. "He's only 24. When Burrell's one-out walk.
Reds with his arm and his bat.
Myers pitched six solid innings he does it right, he's a very good
" It was a situation where he had
and drove in the go-ahead big league pitcher."
him 0-2 and jammed him, but
Pat Burrell hit his 23rd homer the kid still got a hit," Miley said.
run, helping the Philadelphia
I'billies salvage the finale of a in the sixth, his second of die "You've got to bounce it there.
three-game series widi a 9-1 win series, then added an RBI single That's something (Claussen) will
in the eighth to help the Phillies learn and get bener at."
Wednesday.

• • •

Claussen (2-5) gave up live
hits and two runs, one earned,
with two walks and five
strikeouts in five innings.
"I made one mistake," he said.
"It was elevated. It should've
been down. He was aggressive
and found a hole."
The Phillies got consecutive
singles from Ryan Howard, Bell
and Michaels to take a 1-0 lead
in the second. Michaels did
not get credit for an RBI on his
single to center after Reds
catcher Corky Miller was
charged with an error for failing
to catch center fielder Wiry Mo
Pena's short-hop throw on what
would have been a close play at
the plate.
The Reds scored their only
run without a hit in the third.
Claussen and Freel drew backto-back walks to start the inning.
Claussen moved to third on
Felipe Lopez's fielder's choice
grounder to Bell at third and
scored on Sean Casey's fielder's
choice grounder to shortstop
Jimmy Rollins.
Burrell made it 3-1 with his
homer off reliever Juan Padilla,
and Placido Polanco drove in
Marlon Byrd from third with
a fielder's choice grounder off
Mike Matthews in die seventh
for a 4-1 lead.
The Phillies added four runs
in the ninth on a two-run
double by Michaels off Aaron
Myette and a two-run single
by Doug Clanville off Todd
Van Poppel.
Michaels had his second
four-hit game on the 10-game
road trip.

Volleyball set for
coming weekend
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 6

Sarah Paling's 3.47 kills per game
and Tiffin McKenzie's 2.73 kills.
The Demon Deacons are
returning from a 3-0 sweep over
Tennessee Martin at the Lady
Vols Classic on Saturday.
Fifth-year head coach Valorie
Baker said communication and
ball control will be the key for her
team's success,
'We go into eacli match
preparing the same way and
I don't think our players will
be overlooking anyone diis
weekend," she said. "I think
Bowling Green is a very
respectable program. This is
our first time playing them, but
I think it will be some good
competidonforus."

MSII and second year head
coach lamie Gordon are coining
off a conference title last season,
but the team returns with eight
freshmen and sophomores.
Senior Melissa Mohi. who
won tournament MVP honors
last weekend and was named
Mid-American
Conference
Playei Of the Week, said the
team is feeling confldenl
heading into the tournament
"The season has just started,
but I think we're showing people
how good we can be." she said.
"We still have a lot to work on ,is
the season goes on, but wete
playing prettywell right now
The Falcons return home Sept
24 to open MAC play against the
Toledo Rockets.

Soccer ready for
No. 9 Michigan
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 6

something for the rest of the
season for the Falcons.
"The fact is. no matter who
you are. if you beat Michigan
you're pretty good and that
alone would be great for
confidence," Thompson said
"Evan a competitive game

will mean that we are a very
good team."
Following Friday's game in
Ann Arbor the team travel- back
home to take on Western Illinois
on Sunday. Western Illinois, who
is current]) 2-4 and coining off
B big win against top 25 Drake,
visits Cochrane field at 2:30 on
Sunday.

• • •
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GOOD LUCK

FALCON FOOTBALL!
Monday
8 oz Strip
5 wings
roll & butter
plus a side
$8.99

99Cdogs
(Dine in Only)

Tuesday
25C wings
(Dine in Only)

$6 Buckets of Beer
(IMi-llkiVN

^ I )<<llk%slk' lilVlsl

• 14 TVs - NFL Sunday Ticket (every NFL game)
ESPN GameDay (every college football game)
• Happy Hour (Mon-Fri llam-7pm)
#Jjjjjj^ • Kitchen open til 1:30 am
-4H ^mk (carryout available)

Hours: 11:00 am-2:30 am
354-2000 • 1720 E. Wooster

STUDENT SPECIALS
353-7272
"All Day, Everyday"

(papa)

HOURS!

Mon, TUB & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3tiOam
Sun: 11 am-1:30am

cash,checks |

PATRIOTISM
IS DEFINED BY WHAT YOU DO
NOT BY HOW LONG YOU DO IT.
Introducing the Accelerated Army Enlistment
: is new prcjiMtn 15 open to graouabrig
i.. •>( i itWiti i and gives you the
jfvc as a SoMier tot just IS i
■ MM

hoik it works. YIKI choose from uf> to 6U
|
'tiitn engineer to
M artillery cwraember Ihe specialty
VDU choose rs based on your Qualifications, your
■ r.'ll. von iMIna
Apart horn the skills you'll g»l and the chance

to do something tor your country, you II wall,
away wtth either $5,000 cash or UD to $18,000
to pay back student loans Not to mention the
tact that your sludent loan pa*
defend while you serve
So. as you approach graduation, ask yoursi "
* here you want to be ai a couple ot years' t:m
And twd out how becoming a Soldier t an get
you there so much qucker
iionlh £oarrny corn or cal'
1-MO-W5-5385 to get more details
,

AU.HFRA1 til ABMY EN JSFMENT OPTION*

1 Large, 1 Item

$g99
Nnilrrt

No coupon
*• 'necessary

am

Where: 1616 E. Wooster Street in Bowling Green
When: Mon-Fri 9am 6pm, Sat - call lor appt.
Who: staff Sgt. David Schertz (419) 352-7541
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Green improves
on and off field
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

William Green had two choices:
run out of bounds and settle for a
good gain or fight for extra yardage and maybe a first down.
On a simple swing pass last
Sunday against Baltimore, Green
made a decision symbolizing
the Cleveland running back's
ongoing NFL comeback from a
personal nightmare.
Green elected to slay on the
field — one he never wants to
leave again.
"Ninety-nine percent of the
time a back will get hit like that
on the sideline and just kind of
step out,'' said Browns left guard
Paul Zukauskas. "But he made a
negative into a positive, and that s
what he's been doing."
I'or months now, Green has
been making the right decisions
about his life and career, last
year, both were a mess.
He was suspended for failing
the league's substance-abuse
policy and missed the final eight
games. In addition, Green served
a three-day jail sentence for a
DIJI conviction, went through
alcohol rehab and was involved
in a domestic incident in which
he was stabbed by the mother of
his two daughters.
So Sunday's opener against
the Ravens was much more than
just his first regular-season game
since Oct. 18. It was another
beginning for Green, a former
Boston College star whose parents both died of AlOS when he
was growing up.
"It was a good feeling just to get
back out there," Green said. "But I
really don't think about that (past)
stuff. I think about it like, OK this
is my job, this what 1 got to go
do.' I'm not looking back into the
past. I'm looking forward."
Starting in place of the injured
Lee Suggs, Green rushed for 65
yards on 22 carries and made four
receptions for 27 in Cleveland's
surprising 20-3 win.
Green's numbers weren't flashy,
but they hardly mattered. He was
back doing what he does best,
making linebackers miss with
a hip swivel, powering through
defensive linemen or stiff-arming
an oncoming comerback.
His return has inspired
teammates, who have never
wavered in their support of the
24-year-old.
"You can't help but respect a
guy like that, a guy who has a
lot of pressure on his shoulders
and he comes in and holds his
head up every day," linebacker
Andra Davis said. "He answers
questions with actions. He takes

the criticism thai fans and opposing teams deliver, and he goes on
about his business.''
With the Browns dinging to a
10-3 lead in the third quarter on
Sunday, Green's determination
on a second-and-7 play helped
keep a crucial drive alive.
Swinging out of the backfield,
Green caught a pass from left"
(larcia and as he headed up field,
the 6-foot-1, 2ir>-pounder made
three Baltimore defenders grab
at air.
He was nearly knocked onto
the Havens' sideline, but Green
kept his balance, backpedalled
and staggered for more yardage
and a crucial first down.
"That was big" Davis said, i le
made three linebackers miss,
including Ray lewis. We were
cheering on the bench. We all
lined to see that."
Garcia wasn't surprised.
Since signing as a free agent in
i :e\ eland, hehasbeen impressed
with Green's drive to stay sober
and focused on football and
family.
"He has had to overcome some

tremendous difficulties in life,"
Garcia said. "What I've seen in
him is not reflective of some ol
the decisions he has made."
Garcia can relate to Green's
personal plight. In March, the
quarterback pleaded guilty to a

DIJI charge, was sentenced to a
work-release program and had
some driving privileges taken
away.
"It's just like me, I don't feel
good about some of the decisions
I've made, because they are not
reflective of who I am," Garcia
said. "He is someone who wants
to get out on the field, prove
people wrong and show he can
still play the position."
following Sunday's win, Green
was visited in the locker room by
Hall of Fame ninning back |im
Brown, in town as part of a weekend celebration for the Browns'
1964 NFL championship team.
"I'm proud of you," Brown said,
grabbing Green's hand.
Green smiled at the praise,
words he had longed to hear
again.
"It was a great feeling" Green
said.

And after the recent disorder
in Green's life, it's a feeling he and
his teammates want to see him
hold on to.
The situation he went through
made him stronger," Davis said.
"We always talk, our daughters
were born on the same day, and
before the game we're always
talking that we have another
mouth to feed. That we have to
go out and make it happen. 1 le
went out and made it happen."

TonyDejak AP Photo

HE'S BACK: Cleveland Browns running back William Green has continued
to recover from his dark past.
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Woods gets motivation
in words from Sutton

CltltDM

SUIUKI

AP Photo

FORMER NO. 1: Tiger Woods is seen at the green on the sixth hole in the final round ot the Deutsche Bank
Championship. Ryder Cup team captain, Hal Sutton, had some strong words for Woods this past week.
By Alan Robinson

room.

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

"How many majors did he
win?"
At once, several spoke up,
"18."
Woods smiled without saying
a word.
Still, the perception Woods
cares more about winning
tournaments and cash than
Ryder Cups was partly selfcreated.
Asked shortly before the
2002 Ryder Cup if he preferred
to win it or the World Golf
Championship, Woods chose
the latter, saying "Why? I can
think of a million reasons" — a
reference to die $1 million first
prize.
The remarks added to the
perception the European
players care more about the
Ryder Cup than the Americans
One reason frequendy cited:
The European tour offers less
prize money and perks, and the
top golfers sometimes travel
togedier to share costs.
"There's usually one hotel
where all the players stay," Luke
Donald said. "They meet up
at night and go out to dinner.
Through that, they seem to have
better friendships."
Sutton can't build that kind
of camaraderie in less than
a week, but he appears to be
trying to motivate Woods into
playing like he's never played
before at the Ryder Cup. which
starts Friday at Oakland Hills.
"It's not blunt. It's just
talking about facts," Sutton
said. "It's not always Tiger's fault
that his record is not as good. 1
mean, I've seen Tiger shoot 64
and lose."
Sutton also predicted Woods
may produce "some of his greatest golf this week, so buckle your
chin straps," even though Woods
has won only once this year.
If Sutton sounds like a coach,
well, that's exactly the role he's
assuming One trick: He brought

Maybe it was a pre-Ryder Cup
pep talk in disguise, maybe it
wasn't. Tiger Woods insists he
didn't take offense, and U.S.
captain Hal Sutton denies pushing golf's biggest name into
becoming a team player like,
say, lack Nicklaus.
lb those accustomed to
the don't-step-on-Tiger's tail
deference normally paid Woods,
Sutton's motivational words
Tuesday sounded more like
those heard at halftime in a
locker room than in a pleasant
chat alongside the 18th green.
Sutton, picked to lead the
Americans partly because of his
reputation for being candid and
assertive, is challenging Woods
to do something about a 5-8-2
Ryder Cup record that compares
poorly to Nicklaus' 17-8-3.
"All we have to do is say,
'Hey, Tiger, it's time you felt this
was important,"' Sutton said
Tuesday. "1 want you to realize
diat this is going to be an area
that guys are going to judge you
by down the road, whether you
like it or dislike it. Let's give it all
you got and lead this team."
Sutton conveniently didn't
mention Nicklaus competed
in only one Ryder Cup after
continental players were added
in 1979 to make the biennial competition more than an
exhibition of American talent. It
has, too; Europe has won three
of the last four and six of the last
nine competitions.
Woods dismissed, though not
with any anger, Sutton's analog)
that his Ryder Cup record, will
be long remembered.
"I'm sure all of you guys
probably know what lack's
record is in the Ryder Cup,
right?" he said, looking around
a room filled with reporters.
"Anybody? No?"
Woods offered another
question to the now-silenced

in Michael Ionian to deliver
an inspirational talk at a team
dinner Monday night.
No doubt Sutton liked it a little
more than 12 hours later when
the three American foursomes
drew loud, partisan cheers
during their practice rounds
Tuesday
"Seeing all of those people
out there already cheering and
yelling "U-S-A!" and stuff like
that, it's a great feeling" Chad
Campbell said. "This is the only
tournament that you can see
that at."
While Sutton wants the
Americans to think like a team,
he wants them to play like
they can win the Ryder Cup by
themselves.
"Be prepared to beat the
other two guys by yourself and,
if I give you a little help (witii the
pairings), then that's a bonus,"
Sutton said.
Tiger, are you listening?
Woods said lie heard Sutton's
comments, made at a news
conference, but he didn't sound
angered or extra motivated by
them.
"1 don't go into any tournament thinking how great it
would be to lose. I think it would
be asinine to think that way,"
Woods said. "You guys know
how competitive I am. 1 go out
there with the intent to win
points for the U.S. team."
He just hasn't done it as often
as might be expected from
the golfer ranked No. 1 in the
worid for five years before being
bumped by Vijay Singh. Woods
hasn't won on the first day of Ins
last two Ryder Cups, helping put
the United States in a hole from
the stan.
"Tiger,
he's
probably,
obviously, not happy with
the way he's played this year,"
Donald said. "He doesn't have
a very good Ryder Cup record
and I'm sure he'll be wanting to
improve on that."

1616E. Wooster 354-2244
•Tanning 'Color "Cuts 'Waxing
• Nails-Special price on full sets • Pedicures
Take home a FREE gift with any highlight!

■ tudent8.usecredltnlsely.com
A nebette
designed to help

Check out our Paul Mitchell Color Bar! Let the stylists at
Changing Times mix up a color cocktail that's just right for you.

make credit »ork
for you,
not against you.

It tncludei tip*
on budgeting,
saving and
•voiding credit pitfalls.

Because the more

you know
about credit non,

8tudent8.ueecredttwlBeTy.com
much better than
student8.huntantest8ubjectsforca8h.com.

the less painful
your financial future
will be.
Visit us today.
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Not even Bonds can save
baseball in Milwaukee

THE 700 CLUB

OVER

400
FINE
WINES

AARON

RUTH

BONDS
AP Fill Photo

VERY EXCLUSIVE: Hank Aaron, Babe Ruth and Barry Bonds are shown in these undated hand out photos.
Bonds has 699 homers as of Tuesday and is hoping to join this exclusive club.
LITKE, FROM PAGE 6

No argument there. But
whether you believe all of those
ways arc good depends which
side of the Bonds debate you're
on.
The Tuesday night crowd was
only 1,300 or so souls bigger
than the Brewers' average, but
it's two or three times what they
normally draw on a Tuesday
night in September once the
Green Bay Packers—Wisconsin's
real passion — begin their NFL
season.
Milwaukee's baseball franchise has been hapless for so long
that if nothing else, it certainly
appreciated the bump at the
gate. The Brewers haven't been
to a World Series in 22 years, their
last winning season was a dozen
years ago and their sagging
fortunes have been reflected in
the attendance figures. In an
expensive bid to reverse course,
ownership replaced scraggly old
County Stadium with spiny new
Miller Park three years ago, just

as Bonds and baseball's homerun coming-out party was
beginning to peak.
Back then, commissioner
Bud Selig and the suits running
baseball figured that if one Mark
McGwire-SammySosaduelsold
tickets, then dozens of them
would sell plenty more. When
the home nin race still seemed
fresh. Nike trotted out actress
Heather Lockleai in an ad with
the slogan, 'Chicks dig the long
ball," but being married to the
phenomenon has nimed to be
a different story.
Miller Park, like all but a few
of the retro ballyards built over
the last 15 years, has become
exactly the kind of launching
pad baseball desired. The average number of homers hit the
Last three years at County was
166; at Miller Park, the number
is 206. But those numbers have
done little to raise the Brewers
profile, in the NL standings or
at the gate, and it hasn't helped
a handful of towns that made
similar gambles.

No one is more closely
associated with the long ball
diese days than Bonds, and if
the thrill isn't quite gone, it's
certainly flickering. He won't
play the aw-shucks character diat endeared McGwire to
millions and he can't do the
comedy that made Sosa so
embraceable.
More to the point, Bonds
hasn't gotten the benefit of
the doubt on the subject of
performance-enhancers the
way his bulked-up buddies
did. But on that score, he's got
nobody to blame but himself.
The shame is that what Bonds
is accomplishing will never get
its due. You can argue whether he's good or bad for baseball, but the chances are we
won't see anyone like him for a
long, long time. The guys he's
going to pass eventually in bis
home-run trot. Babe Buth and
I lemy Aaron, were once-everyfew-generations talent, and
Bonds is a more complete
ballplayer than either.
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1220 W. Wooster
Bowling Green

Contact the Office of Campus Involvement
(401 Bowen - Thompson Student Union) for more details

419-352-7792

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:
September 18, 2004

Hours:
Monday - Saturday 6 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 a.m.- 5 p.m.

http://www.bgsu.edu/Qffices/sa/getinvolved/leadershipacademy.html
Sponsored by the Office of Campus Involvement, Office of Residence Life, Greek Affairs, Outdoor Programs, S.M.A.R.T. Program, and the Resident. Student Association
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OPEC TO INCREASE PRODUCTION NOV. 1

NAHON

OPl C announced it will increase its oil production
target by 1 million barrels a day starting Nov. 1. The
cartel lias been exceeding the new output limit since
the beginning of the year. This will increase OPEC's
self-imposed output limits lor all its members, except
Iraq, to 27 million barrels.

Ten fall victim to deadly fire
Morgan Lee
I

H

t ASSOCIMED

PUSS

MEMCOCm
Vmanwho
died with his wife and three
sons when Bre swept throuidi
their Columbus, Ohio, apart
incut complex was fond or his
adopted country but longed to
return to Mexico, his fathei said
[Uesday.
• He dreamed of us, dreamed
ol seeing us, ol talking," Antonio
Noriega said of his sun Ismael
Noriega, who ten for the United
siaiis six years ago "But he also
said clearly. 'Papa, mama, I'm
content here. Right now I'm
happy because I'm helping yon.
I'm providing the tortillas.'"
i ike his lather before him,
Ismael Noriega once worked as
a masons helper in the central
Mexican town of icon — a job
that sometimes paid less than
$l> a day. In Ohio he earned
enough as a landscape! to sup
port his wife and three young

sons and help his parents too, injuries were too severe for family 10 identify ihem anil DNA
his father said.
Ismads new start in the us. testing might be needed, the
came to an end Sunday in a fire I ranklin County coroner's office
thai killed III people — includ- said Monday.
"If they ask lor that, it will
ing hisuill-. I idia \lejia, 12. their
three sons, three
make things more
other members of "//; cases like complicated and it
will take us longer,"
the Mejia family and
two friends from this families said Bleazar Ruiz,
I con.
can count on (aianajuatostatedelegate to the Mexican
Officials hope to
11 w help of Foreign Relations
learn the cause of
the eait) morning
the federal Department
lire this week.
Limited
cargo
goverment" space on commerAntonio Noriega
and his wife, FeUcitas,
cial flights could
RUIZ, MEXICAN
cause further delays.
received a stead)
FOREIGN RELATIONS
Bow of visitors at
he said.
their home iii Icon
Ruiz said a recent
on Tuesday.
budget
request
It was uncertain how long likely would allow Foreign
ii would take for the remains Relations to cover the cost of die
ol family members to arrive in repatriations.
Mexico for burial.
Our resources are limited,"
All 10 victims died of burns Ruiz said. "But in cases like this,
and smoke inhalation, but their families can count on the help

ol the federal government."
The Noriega and Mejia families planned to bury dieir relatives together outside l.eon in
the village of lagos de Moreno,
about 200 miles northwest of
Mexico City.
Antonio Noriega said plans
had been in the works to baptize
in Mexico two of his grandsons
who were killed in the fire.
A weekly international phone
call kept Ismael in touch with
his parents. But this week's call
. amefrom Ismads brother, also
a U.S. resident, bearing news of
the fire.
Antonio Noriega, who said he
is in his late 70s, expressed concern about supporting bis wife
and a lone grandson who lives
with them.
"With die same money that
(Antonio) was sending us, that's
what barely gave us enough
when our grandson needed
something for school," he said.

Chris Russell AP Ptwto

COLUMBUS, OHIO: An unidentified women mourns lor the ten Mexcian
immigrants sharing rent in a two-bed-room apartment.

Man sentenced to death
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — A man sentenced to death for killing his
5-year-old stepdaughter losi an
appeal of his conviction and
sentence Wednesday.
The 6th us. Circuit Court of
Appeals rejected John R. Hicks'
argument that he was inadequately represented by his lawMis at die February 1986 trial.
I licks was sentenced to death
for suffocating Brandy Green
and life in prison for strangling
his mother-in-law, Maxine
Armstrong 56. in August 1985.
Hamilton County prosecutors said I licks killed Armstrong
while robbing her Cincinnati
apartment to get $300 for his
cocaine habit. He returned

Mario Armas AP Photo

FIRE: A relative places candles under photos of Fwenando Mejia, who died during a fire on September
13 in Columbus.

hours later and killed his sup
daughter because he knew she
could have identified him as the
lasi person to visit Armstrong,
police said.
Hicks, now 48, is on death
row. His execution dale has
not been scheduled while he
appeals.
I licks said he was under the
influence of cocaine at the time
of the slayings. He contended
that his trial lawyers didn't
do enough to inform the jury
about how cocaine could have
made him psychotic.
Appeals judges Eugene silii
Ir. and Martha Craig Daughtiey
ruled that the evidence of his
guilt was overwhelming and he
refused to help his lawyers with

his defense. 'Ilie judges noted
that two psychologists had testified in court that Hicks could
have committed purposeful acts while under cocaine's

Influence,
In a dissent appeals ludge
Eric (lay agreed that I lick'sconviction should he upheld but
said thai he should be granted a new sentencing hearing.
Clay said the prosecutor made
impermissible statements in
court, including urging jurors
to serve as the community's
conscience by imposing the
death sentence. The appeals
court has previously ruled this
off-limits if prosecutors do it
to incite the passions of jurors,
( lay said.

Hurricane Ivan preparation
pie need to get out," Mobile,
Ala., Mayor Mike Dow said
NEW ORLEANS -Stragglers Wednesday on ABC's "Good
Streamed toward higher ground Morning America.''
Wednesday on highways turned
Deputies went door-to-door
into one way evacuation routes through the night in south
as I lurricane Ivan roared loward Mobile County, instructing residents to evacuate.
the Gulf Coast with
135 mph wind,
"This is the Some are expected
pounding beaches
to remain. Sheriff's
with 12-foot waves first time I've Sgt. Steve Kirchharr
and starling to
seen waves said, but overall "we
deliver what could this big and have received a good
response."
be torrential rain.
we've been
Ivan could cause
interstate 65 in
significant damage coming here Alabama was turned
into a northboundno matter where
for year
it strikes, as huronly
evacuation
route Wednesday
ricane lour wind
morning from the
extended up to 105
miles out from the KILPATRICK, WINSTON harbor city of Mobile
COUNTY, NC
to
Montgomery.
center. Hurricane
Chemical plants and
warnings were posted along a 300-mile stretch from refineries around Mobile Bay
Gland Isle, La., across coastal had been closed down.
Ivan could be the worst hurriMississippi and Alabama to
\palachicola, I la., but ban hail cane to hil Alabama since 1979,
turned onto a northerly course when fast-moving Frederic devgenerally toward the center of astated die coast by splintering
the warning area, the Alabama hundreds of homes and busiand Mississippi coasts.
nesses. Ivan was moving slower
"We're leaving today. All this is than Frederic, increasing the
going under." said surfer Chuck possibility of serious flooding
Myers who was only taking pic- from prolonged rainfall and
tures ol the waves Wednesday damage from wind damage.
morning at Cull Shores, Ma.
Roughly 2 million people had
We surfed it all day yesterday. It been urged or ordered to leave
was glorious."
coastal areas, including more
"This is a bad one and peo- than 1.2 million in the New
Mary Foster

1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

It's Do or Dye
Bull Creek Paintball Park
A Division of R&B Games- An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields • Speedball
Scenario Games • Picnic Area • Private Group Outings& Parties
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs • Largest Paintball Selection in the area!

t Irleans metropolitan area.

Forecasters said thai although
Ivan, which killed at least 68
people in the Caribbean, had
weakened very slightly to 135
mph Wednesday, il was still an
"extremely dangerous category
4 hurricane," and its strength
could fluctuate before it crashes
ashore early Thursday morning somewhere along the
Gulf Coast.
After
making landfall,
Ivan threatened to stall over
the soulheasl and southern
Appalachians, with a potential
for as much as 20 inches of
rain. "Unfortunately for westem North Carolina, it's a worstcase scenario, said Neil Dtxon
of the National Weather Service
office in Greer, S.C. That region
had already been thrashed by
the remnants of Hurricane
Frances.
Twelve-foot waves already
were
booming
ashore
Wednesday morning at Gulf
Shores, Ala., and starting to
erode the beach. Rain had
started falling along the Florida
Panhandle and the Alabama
coast. A buoy about 300 miles
south of Panama City registered
waves just over 34 feet high early
Wednesday.
"This is the first time I've
seen waves this big and we've
been coming here for years,"

Susan Poai AP Photo

IVAN: Volunteers pack sandbags around the base of a fishing camp in preparation for hurricane Ivan
said Terry Kilpalrick of Winston
County in north Alabama, who
was boarding up windows on
his condominium units at Gulf
Shores.
At 2 p.m. EDT Wednesday,
Ivan wits centered about 170
miles south of the Alabama
coast and was moving north al
14 mph. forecasters said Ivan
could produce a coastal storm

COOL OFF
ATTHE BCSU ICE ARENA!
PUBLIC SKATE SCHEDULE:
WEDNESDAYS 8-10PM
SATURDAYS 8-10 PM
SUNDAYS 3:30PM-5:30PM AND 7PM-8:45PM

tow Prkttt

www.bullcreekpaln tball.com
All DAY BASIC ADMISSION $3,99
FOR OPEN PLAY SUNDAV ONLY

E«p. 11/26/04

Field: 9703 Greensburg Pk., Portage 419.266.4799
Store: 178 S. Main St., Bowling Green 419.353.2176

Times subject to change
For more information,
calUI 9-372-2264

/

or check out our web site:
www.bgsu.eriu/offices/sa/icearena

It's bursarable!
Low Student Rates:
Admission $2.00
Skate Rental $1.00

surge of 10 to 16 feet, topped by
large waves.
Everyone from New Orleans
east to Apalachicola, Fla., should
be worried because even the
tiniest change in the storm track
could move the location of the
storm's landfall by hundreds of
miles, said Hector Guerrero, a
meteorologist at the National
I lurricane Center.

"Even a little jog could result
in considerable change," he said
Wednesday.
And although Ivan's northerly
track suggested landfall would
be east of New Orleans, Mayor
Ray Nagin warned that hurricane-force wind still could strike
the region.
IVAN,PAGE 11

Sleepwalk to Campus

\i \vi<>\ i:

1024 E. Wooster it. Walk to Class
(across from Kohl Hall): Avail, immediately, quiet housing,
i large bdrm., deaned, turn, apt, freshly painted, private
off-street parking, laundry facility. FREE HEAT, WATER &
SEWAGE. Excellent condition. $795 for 12 ma lease. $895
tor 9 mo. lease. Up to 4 people. Prime location. This is our
fast moving apartment. Hurry, will not last long!
920 E. Wooster St. Walk to Class
loams from Kohl Hall): Avail, immediately, must be nonsmoker, 1 large bdrm. (urn. apt., freshly painted w/fireplace, private off-street parking,
laundry facility and picnic area w/BBO. f REE HEAT, WATER & SEWAGE. New listing,'
never tented before, lease or month to month available. Prime location! Hurry this
will not last long. $495 per month.
419-352-5<i?fl

NEWI9VE
Rentals

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinto*newl overentals.com
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IVAN strikes New Orleans
IVAN. FROM PAGE 11

usually uses schools as shelters,
the region.
but the wind expected from Ivan
"We're not quite out of the "far exceeds the winds those
woods," Nagin said, although buildings were built to withhe said flooding from Lake stand," he said.
Pontchartrain was no longer
Streets were all but deserted
believed to be a major threat.
Wednesday morning in Fort
The city opened the Ixniisiana Walton Beach, Fla., and along
Superdome to people with med- Mississippi's 75-mile coast, and
ical problems that kept them most homes and businesses,
from evacuating. All
including a number
bridges out of the
of gas stations, were
"
There
is
city were ordered
boarded up.
shut down because
nothing
At Pcrdido Key. on
of the threat of high like a severe the Alabama-Florida
wind, and Police
state line, a steady
Chief Eddie Compass storm to put stream of drive •
along U.S.
imposed a 24-hour
a human stopped
98 to look at the
curfew as of 2 pin.
being in
The Red Cross
churning surf. "This
said extra shelters their proper is almost a once-inwere opened in the
a-lifetime view," said
place."
Jackson, Miss., area
Glen Phillips, who
because evacuees
has lived in the area
had trouble findPRENTICE HOWARD since 1967.
ing places to stay.
New Orleans is
Hotels were booked as far north particularly vulnerable to floodas Memphis, Tenn., some 325 ing. Up to 10 feet below sea level
miles north of Mobile, and parts in spots, it sits between the nearof Arkansas.
ly half-mile-wide Mississippi
No shelters were available in River and Rhode island-size
Baldwin County, Ala., said assis- Lake Pontchartrain, relying on
tant emergency management a system of levees, canals and
director Roy Wulff. The county huge pumps to keep dry.

The city has not taken a
major direct hit since Betsy in
1965, when an 8- to 10-foot
storm surge submerged parts
of the city in 7 feet of water.
Betsy was blamed for 74 deaths
in Louisiana, Mississippi and
Florida.
Some people said they wanted to stay to witness the storm's
wrath firsthand.
"There's nothing like a severe
Storm to put a human being
in their proper place," said
Prentice Howard, 59, stationed
at Naval Station Pascagoula in
Mississippi. "I want to experience the power of nature. It
sounds dumb to some people
but that's the way it is. Sort of
like skydiving."
Meanwhile, Tropical Storm
leanne, with wind of 70 mph,
was passing over Puerto Rico on
Wednesday and was threatening to turn into a hurricane. The
hurricane center said its center
made landfall near Yabucoa, in
southeastern Puerto Rico. At 2
p.m. EDT, it was about 25 miles
south-southeast of St'l luan.
lang-range forecasts .-.nowed
it could be near Florida's east
coast as early as the weekend.

Help Wanted

Personals

Classified
Ads

372-6977
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Lost/Found
LOSTi' IBM Trunk Pad with black
case For reward please call
614-519-586711 lound.
Missing call 4 mo. old male dark
gray with Wack stripes Wearing
blue collar with bed $50 reward II
found call 419-306-0590 or
return to 522 E Merry #25

Travel
] Lowest prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group dis-

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your groups' time PLUS
our Iree (yes. free) tundraising solutions EQUALS $1,0O0-$2.0O0 in
earnings lor your group. Call
TODAY lor a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales lundraisei
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238.
Of visit
www.camDU5lun<Jfaiser,com
Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Roommate Needed
2 bedrm lurn. apt. on Clough
Call 419-308-9259 lor details.
ROOMMATE NEEDED!! 2 bdrm..
1/2 blk from campus, w/d, front
yard, need reliable, preferably female. $375 . util Call 419-509-8258
Subleaser wanted ASAP
336 Bentwood. 1st month rent and
sec. dep. paid 419-575-2456.
Sublessors needed lor 2 bdrm.
house on S Summit, grad students
prel A/C. gas, heat, w/d. d/w. 2 car
garage. 1 112 baths $B50/mo. ♦ util.
Call 352-5101 or 989-992-3308

counls.com or 800-838-8202

Services Offered
'Tired ol missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
OulkType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans
Qulk Type offers fast, accurate service with reasonable rales that vary
Call 419-917-0338 lo set up an
appt.
or email lynette 25@hotmail com

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY!!
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861 -6134 or apply at
Wnrklnratudents com

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service www.sweetyfinder.com
$4 99.™

Caieglvef needed ASAP. My home.
afternoons Own trans. References.
419-373-0213
Do you have time lor lunch on
Tuesdays? Energetic care-giver
needed to take my three yr. old to
lunch in the Union while I teach from
11:30-12:45pm. I will pay for lunch
and your time. Call me to discuss
your credentials 419-385-5870.

Gymnastics coaches Immediate
positions avail, 'or Girts Level 4
Team Coach and boys Team
Coach Please call 419-873-0511,
Part-time farm help needed.
Experience required in drill wheat,
truck driving, and disk chisel Call
419-308-7340 or 352-7050.
Secretarial bookkeeping position,
part-time. 5 hrs./day M-F, flexible.
Send resume to: Ann. Mike
1234 N Mam St. Suite 62, 43402.
Shipping Clerk needed. Pan-time,
flex, hrs with some days Must have
own trans Excellent wages Call
352-5616 for interview time, ask for
Elaine.
Volunteer wrestling coach needed
for kids kindergarten through 6th
grade Beginning Nov. through
March. Must be willing to work with
& enjoy teaching technique to beginning wrestlers. Practice each Tues.
& Thurs. 6-7:30 PM. Tournaments
each weekend. For further info, call
Jack Kieffer 419-353-3530 or 419354-5770.
ZIA'S in downtown Toledo is currently hiring experienced PM
servers
and cooks Apply in person 3-5 pm.
20 Main St. Toledo. OH.
Are you a character? Woodland Mall
needs an animated person to be our
mascot "Woody Bear' Must be
avail, eves. & weekends, & willing to
wear a costume. $6.50/tir. Call 419354-4447 ask for Lauren or April.
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Contact Amanda at
372-0470 for more inlo

Iraq Relief Fund
Dinner

17 HOT DESTINATIONS!
Kimkl.iiIt \ Reirni
I ret Mi'.th
.
I milling
"'"
Uriel-shut' "'^Hin,
K
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CAMPUS REPS

WANTED

I frees Be VIP

88.Si»rlno BrsHk
Imlanlcllw i:nin ,

Include* DESSERT, DRINK and a variety of SPECIALTY
ITEMS prepared by the MEDITERRANEAN and the
CHINA restaurants of the Woodland Mall food court.

Saturday, September 18, 2004
5:00-8:00 p.m.
in the Woodland Banquet Center
Proceeds to benefit victims of the War in Iraq
For more information and for tickets, see the
Woodland Mall Customer Service Desk, the China,
and the Mediterranean restaurants.

Tickets are $9.00 each
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
29
31
33
34
36
37
38
42

Jogging gait
vincil omnia
Freer from risk
Novelist Jalfe
Easy gait
Handbag
Robert oi 'The Sopranos"
Pension $$
Playwrighl Clifford
Chance event
Held first place
Narcs org.
Gas pret
Spacewalk, lo NASA
Obliterate
Zhivagos love
Physics particle
Kind
Dosage arm
Caron title role
Chance even!
Operatic prima donna

43
44
45
46
48
52
53
54
56
57
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Unimportant thing
Caster piece
New York lake
Boat cover
De Maupassant novel
Human
Colorful marine fish
Scientific investigation
Tracker's trail
Auto on the autobahn
Wildly excited
Boston hrs
Legal thing
"Island of the Blue
Dolphins" author
Came to a halt
Mouselike rodent
French friend
Eliot's Marner
Played a pan
Fashionable shape
Seoul resident
Latvian capital
Worker's extra wages
Carnival attraction
Gift recipient
Diplomat
Hammarskjokf

Wish undone
Put on
Historic periods
Tips
Approaches
Fish with a long snout
Contemptuous interjection
Goddess of folly
Menlo Park initials
Chance event
Steeple top
Title role for Peler Fonda
Geometry calculation
Penultimate round
Ranked competitor
Clenched lingers
Bikini blast
Author Ferber
Ferrara family

■»«<««
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47
49
50
51
53
55
58
59
60
61
62

Lustrous fabric
Some arcade games
Hardest lo find
Tranquilize
Brittany port
Actress Bara
Author Leon
Ran away
Coffee shop
987-65-4321 group
Favorite
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
(ALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT

GRE

MOAT

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

KAPLAN

1 -800-KAP-TEST • www.KAPTEST.COM

^
For Sale

For Rent

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800. Great
condition! For more inlo. contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiel 2 bdrm., apt. 1 bath, water
incl., laundry facil, security bldg.
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121

For Rent

Subleaser needed spring semester.
117N Main St $300/mo.
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

"• Rooms avail, now S230/mo
1 or 2 bdrm.apts avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06 school yr.
24/7 @ 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325. 9am-9pm
2 bdrm. furn. apt. NO smoking. NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util
Call 353-5074
3 bdrm. A/C and laundry. Lease tor
12 mo's , pay for 11. $750 ♦ util
Call 419-353-8206
5 room house for rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

6.
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OPEN NOW

• 3

IHIIIII

iwnll-

• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• washer Dryer I look-up
<_• 3 bdrm)
■ rts BGSI liu' stop

On selected floor plans

Evergreen Apt.
215 E Foe
• J hjlu -

• Spacious kitchen

AT1>£A

• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

N

t

5

0

FREE HEAT

= VARSITY
-^SQUARE
AJPARTME1NTS

419-353-7715

lot Nlnn-.)

• Laundry on site
• BGSI bus stop

• Patio

AMHiM(rm

the Best Seal In Town

Call 353-5800

11 i I Isilalc Apt.
2 Fain iew

entrance

Jiirmi

ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ON NOW

Subleaser needed 1 bdrm., unturnisned S325 + allutil's.
Call 419-354-9740

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

724 S COLLEGE
2 BR unfurn. apts. Range, refng.
dishwasher. Tenants pay electric.
Starts at S400 mo. plus deposit.
NO PETS' CALL
John Newlove Real Estate. Inc.
(419) 354-2260

Management Inc.

tU

Heinzsite Apt.
"ION. Enterprise
• l bclrms
• Dishwashei
• Garbage Disposal
• W.ISIK-I Dryei in - bdnns
• CAN WALK TO CAMPl'S

ETX:A

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www iiRvc;ib"..coni
for complete listing
for next year.
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B&B Welding
Truck & Auto Repair

Mediterranean & Chinese Cuisine

All yp(/ Q$n $$t!

"

N

CINEMA 5

Avatlablt from 4 pm 'nl 10 pm
Frcihlv baked Mcatliwf scrvi-J wiih
Mashed P.xatoes, Gravy, Cimbread
Stuffing, Vegetable and Colr»law.

1
.

Vihfdul* bMd IM » H.-S4thru «'1b'04
Papuan! (K-U):t1 45l.4:iU:»,|9:*0l

Baked Meatloaf

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www moneyforsurveys.com

Personals

Looking to get involved
with a great cause? SAIN (Sexual
Assault Information Network) and
MEMPSA (Men Educating Men on
the Prevention of Sexual Assault)
are looking lor new members!
We want you to be pan
ol our team and help present to
other students in order to
educate and raise awareness
about sexual assault

The Daily Crossword Fix

>./*',
^^

Now Offering
24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• All Mechanical
Work
• Brakes
• Diesel and Gas

• Tires
• Bearings
• All Farm
Equipment

• Low Shop Rates •
- Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)
13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

SEAGATE CONVENTION CENTER
TICKETS AT THE BOX OFFICB. AT AU. al*M—parant «n«i
CHAROB-BY-FHONB (.419) 474-1333 & ONUNB AT Uctatrragter.OQlP
PRODUCED BY JNPCONCERTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

12 Thursday, September 16,2004

$1,000 MAKES COLLEGE BETTER. A LOT BETTER.

• *v-

\ctures

SOMEONE S GOING HOME WITH A GRAND.
WHY NOT MAKE IT YOUP
WlO
Urban Challenge on Campus is a iwo-person photo pursuit where capturing the
right pictures will gel you paid. Big. $1,000 Big Sign up online tor FREE and we II
lend you a IG VX6000 camera phone. You and a partner solve text clues and snap
pictures to win

The craziness lasts tor about 90 minutes as you dash around campus.
It you re (inished in time and your pictures are correct, you can start
funding your dream spring break, or splurging on some luxuries. Like two-ply.
It all goes down at the Onion Oval on Tuesday. September 21st at 3:00 pm.
But remember, you can t solve the clues, take the shots, or get paid without

registering tirst at: www urbancliallenge.com/nncampiis

lurbanl;
h AA I» ? m*
challenged 1
W

VBtl OHwireless

Urban GheUenge on Campus

No purchase necessary Mir.i In- in years ol age oi oldsi v
9

